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KB3 TOOL: FEEDBACK ON KNOWLEDGE BASES Marc BOUISSOU, Sibylle HUMBERT, Sabine MUFFAT, and Nathalie VILLATTE EDF R&D, 1 avenue du général de Gaulle 92141 Clamart cedex France Summary This paper shows the diversity of the applications in which the KB3 program can be used, thanks to an approach that capitalises on modelling work in knowledge bases. Using concrete examples, it also highlights the advantages this approach has for applications, together with difficulties and prospects for development. Feedback on the development of knowledge bases has served to identify a number of directions in which progress can be made and which orient future development. The principal orientations include development of a knowledge-base editor and implementation of an organisation set-up and tools to facilitate sharing of feedback by different developers of knowledge bases.



INTRODUCTION In order to improve the quality, rapidity, and accessibility of dependability studies, Electricité de France (EDF) developed the KB3 program [1]. KB3 automatically builds reliability models of the structural type (fault trees or systems of Boolean equations) or behavioural type (Markov graphs, Monte Carlo simulation models, etc.) for studying a system on the basis of a graphic description of the system layout, a description of system missions, and a generic knowledge base (kb). To carry out dependability studies with KB3, a knowledge base [2] adapted to the problems involved in the studies to be carried out is needed. Such a knowledge base must contain a generic description of the different kinds of components that might be encountered in the studies (description of possible component failure modes and of their consequences on the system). This single generic description is independent of the topology of a given system and can therefore be used for all system studies involving the problems dealt with. The KB3 knowledge bases are written in Figaro, a special language [3] developed by EDF. For 10 years now, KB3 has been used in a great many operational applications, and has consequently participated in the development of a very wide range of knowledge bases to meet the requirements of those applications. In this paper we will first give a general introduction to the Figaro language and its power, backing it up with examples. We will also indicate the range of possible applications. We will then present a list of questions that must be asked before a knowledge base is built. This list was drawn up on the strength of feedback from the use of KB3.



General presentation of the Figaro language The Figaro language [3] is a very general modelling language with the following objectives: • provide an appropriate formalism for developing knowledge bases (with generic descriptions of components) • be more general than all the usual reliability models • find the best trade-off between modelling power (or generality) and possibilities for the processing of models • be as legible as possible • be easily associated with graphic representations. The following presentation is not intended to give all the details of the language syntax, but rather to give the minimum necessary to introduce the two levels of the language - order 1 and order 0 and the relations between them. A formal definition of the semantics of the order 0 language is given in article [4], published in the same conference proceedings as this paper. NB: The keywords of the Figaro language are in upper-case letters. To help distinguish them from all other elements in the following examples, all other words will be in lower-case letters.



Apart from some global information (such as the declaration of the order of steps - cf. [4]), a knowledge base contains generic models (introduced by the keyword CLASS) whose instances can be used in a wide variety of assemblies entered by the user by means of graphic interfaces. Each class contains the following set of fields, all of which - except for the class declaration - are optional: CLASS t KIND_OF t1 t2 ; INTERFACE i1 KIND t1 CARDINAL 1 TO INFINITY ; i2 KIND t2 ; CONSTANT c1 DEFAULT { constant expression (Boolean, numeric, character string) }; DIST_PARAMETER p1 DEFAULT {constant numeric expression}; FAILURE p1 LABEL "first failure mode of %OBJECT" ; p2 ; EFFECT e1 LABEL "first effect of %OBJECT"; e2 ; ATTRIBUTE a1 DOMAIN BOOLEAN DEFAULT FALSE; a2 DOMAIN 'value1' 'value2' 'value3' DEFAULT 'value1'; OCCURRENCE { occurrence rules } INTERACTION { interaction rules } Each class may additionally contain a few utility fields for specifying the elements which can be viewed and/or modified via the graphic interface, but no more. A class therefore clearly consists of two parts: ⇒ a purely static and declarative part : • declaration of the name of the class and of the class(es) whose characteristics it has inherited, • declaration of interfaces (classes with which the class concerned will interact, possibly with constraints on the number of objects authorised for each interface), • constant characteristics, • three categories of state variables, with their initial values. The possibility of declaring state variables as FAILURE or EFFECT serves two purposes: to provide a writing shortcut to avoid having rules written in a more complicated manner, and to use concepts that “say something” to reliability specialists (EFFECT = component failure mode associated with loss of one of the main functions of that component). There is no basic difference between these categories of state variables (which are Boolean variables) and ATTRIBUTES, which are the most general category. ATTRIBUTES can be of four types: BOOLEAN, INTEGER, REAL, or enumerated (like a2 in the example above) types. ⇒ a dynamic part : the occurrence and interaction rules describing the behaviour of the class. The occurrence rules describe elementary events with the conditions governing how they are triggered and the associated probability distributions. The purpose of the interaction rules is to propagate the effects that are the immediate and certain consequences of



an event in the system [4]. These rules often make use of quantifiers in order to be valid irrespective of the content of sets of objects defined by the interfaces; some examples are given below. When the graphic interface associated with a knowledge base is defined, a class can be associated equally well with an icon as with a link. This means that a link could be a complex object with rules, and not a simple “tube” conveying information from one end to another. Once the architecture of a system has been graphically entered, the man-machine interface translates it into a list of objects described in Figaro language. For example, the diagram below (Figure 1) could correspond to the following description in Figaro language: OBJECT v1 IS_A valve ; OBJECT v2 IS_A valve ; OBJECT v3 IS_A valve ; DIST_PARAMETER lambda = 1.E-3; INTERFACE upline = v1, v2 ;



v1 v3



v2



Figure 1: Architecture of a system Nothing is specified for objects v1 and v2, which means that their upline interface is empty, and that their probability distribution parameter ‘lambda’ takes the value defined in the knowledge base. On the other hand, v3 has two objects in its upline interface—v1 and v2—and the user has overwritten the ‘lambda’ value with 1.E-3.



Knowledge base: CLASS component ; FAILURE unavailability ; DIST_PARAMETER gamma_unavail DEFAULT 0.00005; EFFECT linked LABEL "%OBJECT connected to a source" ; ATTRIBUTE tested_unavail DOMAIN BOOLEAN DEFAULT FALSE ; OCCURRENCE IF NOT tested_unavail MAY_OCCUR FAULT unavailability DIST INS ( gamma_unavail ) INDUCING tested_unavail 
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